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Paolo Fiorani
General Manager
Progea

Dear Readers,
Summer holidays are behind us and to those who could
relax during the holidays, I hope you did it with serenity
and fun. To those who did not have the chance to rest
during the holidays, I hope you can soon. Even though it is
summer, we, the people of Progea, still work and support
our customers. We know very well that summer months
are the era for downtimes in plants and consequently it is
a period of hard work for those who install and start new
systems or renew the existing ones. Our customers know
that they can count on us.
September is waiting for us with important news, partially
already announced in the past SPS/IPC/Drives exhibition
in Parma. I want to take this opportunity to thank everyone
who came to visit us at the exhibition. It was a great
opportunity for us to shake the hands of customers,
potential customers and partners who already grant their
confidence to us. The exhibition was exciting, with a huge
number of visitors that demonstrated a great interest for
the technologies that Progea develops. Important meetings
have laid the foundations for potential long-term strategic
partnerships in various sectors of automation.
In Parma, we presented the latest news regarding
supervision and productive efficiency, and the remarkable
success obtained by using Movicon.NExT in important
projects regarding Industry 4.0. We showed the direction
for technological evolution of Augmented Reality, with the
intelligent recognition of components and mechanical parts
of a plant, with all its potential applications of management
and guided maintenance. We anticipated some important
releases, such as the one scheduled in September about the
classic technology of Movicon 11. In fact, the new release
of Movicon 11.6, a version that accepts the demands
of a still very large clientele, adapted to the most recent
technologies on the web. For this reason, the upgrade to
the release 11.6 allows Movicon 11 to support HTML5
on Web Client, complementing the existing solutions that
still use JAVA technology, that is considered obsolete. In
addition to this important news, the toolboxes have been
updated and improved and product improvements have
been added. Progea continually develops its software,
working with their customers requests for changes to keep
a product that is based on “classic” technologies updated,
not obsolete and abandoned. Anyway, it is evident that the
Research and Development team of Progea, to which we
dedicate proper space in this issue, focuses the main part
of its efforts on the technological evolution of the new
generation platform, as demonstrated by the recent release
of Movicon.NExT 3.4. Based on this technological frontier,
we started important partnerships and we realized relevant

projects. The operative platform, Automation Platform
NExT, is a state-of-the-art of the new software technology,
an innovative and future-oriented product that includes the
vertical modules for productive and energy efficiency, and
that is enriched with the most modern technologies such as
IIoT, cloud, OPC UA and new graphic for HMI.
The Progea roadmap regarding these technologies is
always very intense. The work on version 4.0 has started;
with the new release there will be important changes
especially on the usability and editing fronts, with new
interfaces for workspace and new tools to simplify and
reduce development time. There will be a new “Express”
web client, smaller and lighter for solutions mainly oriented
to entry level HMI web with SVG graphics. This could be
combined with the new version of Connext for Linux, an
I/O Data Server for X86 embedded systems, Arm and
Raspberry that, together with HMI web, will combine all
the embedded solutions requiring basic connectivity and
graphic interface. A specific market where Progea is active
to provide scalable, universal and flexible platforms.
We know that this roadmap is very challenging. It is an
important mission that will allow Progea to improve its
position in the international market and to confirm its
technological excellence in the sector. To reach these
goals, this year, Progea Modena Headquarters hired 4
technical employees, 2 for the Support Team, 1 for the
R&D Department and 1 for the Graphic/User Experience
Department. Progea continues its growth path and it is
ready to face new challenges. The next event is SPS/IPC/
Drives in Nuremberg, from November 27-29, 2018. We
are preparing to display, in our new stand 494 in hall
7, the latest news that foresee the software trends for
the future of automation. Progea, through its subsidiary
Progea Deutschland GmbH, that is also expanding its
market in Austria, is looking forward to meeting you in a
revamped stand to discuss the latest news. Besides the
technologies of supervision, there are many other factors
that play important roles, such as the solutions related
to productive efficiency, as demonstrated by Pro.Lean
module for Movicon.NExT used in major companies in the
manufacturing industry.
Lastly, I wish you happy reading of the mag and hope to
meet you soon at one of Progea’s events. Thank you and
keep up the good work everyone!
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Luca Begnini
QA Product
Manager
Progea

The new generation software
updates to version 3.4
The new version of Movicon.Next, Version 3.4 has officially been released. This release is the result of
the natural evolution of the platform, that follows its path of growth and improvement. The work of the
last year has committed Progea to more than 6,000 hours of development and more than 4,000 hours of
tests and validation. The result is the evolution of a SCADA/HMI supervision platform that is even more
complete, rich and reliable.
The expected 3.4 version of Movicon.NExT is now officially on the market, released after abundant hard work of
designing, development and validation. The new version does not require additional costs or any upgrade, and it is
completely compatible with the previous versions. Several of the updates are the available additional features that enrich
the SCADA-HMI platform that is considered the most innovative and rich on the market.
Claudio Fiorani says: “This new release implements what was decided in accordance to the Road Map and has drawn
up what was noted by users during their experiences of use.” The new version therefore introduces several new
functionalities, in addition to the implementation of hundreds of improvements.
FDA 21 CFR Part11: In this new release, the management and validation of Audit Trail data has been revised to make
the system of data access and archives validation more secure and protected. It has been introduced the support to the
double signature of validation and the user request of Audit comment input can also happen with the use of a Tag Value
command like Set, Increase, Decrease and Toggle and in the use of checkbox-type objects.
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Scheduler: The scheduler now allows you, even at runtime, to define exclusion days (i.e. holidays).
This way it is possible to exclude the scheduled event in specific days of the year, such as religious
holidays (that are automatically planned) or customized days or periods.
Alarm Dispatcher: A new plug-in has been introduced for the notification of events of “Push”
type, using Telegram, the instant messaging service. The alarms or events of the plant can be
now notified, not only by voice call, email or SMS, but also towards groups or single chats thanks
to Telegram, a free app available for Android, iOS and PC. To use this plugin the plant must have
internet access.
Trend Graphic Objects: In the new version 3.4, new graphic visualization objects of historical
trends are available, and others have been updated. Data Analysis object now allows both the
visualization and analysis of historical data and the real-time update, with the possibility to pause
and restart to visualize the real-time trend of connected tags. The real-time trend object now is not
connected to Historian and Datalogger anymore, it simply allows the visualization of the real-time
trend of one or more connected tags. It is fully compatible with the projects developed with the
previous versions.

www.progea.com
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Speech Synthesis and Voice Commands: Movicon.NExT 3.4 extends the concept of human-machine interface thanks
to speech synthesis and voice commands. The new command “Text to Speech” allows you to vocally synthesize a text
string. This way an event or an alarm could generate a voice message for the operator. Voice commands are available as
both system commands and object commands. The voice system commands, configurable in project properties, allow, for
example, browsing the projects pages or the zoom of the screen. The voice object commands allow to associate a vocal
command and to execute the command associated to the object. For example, a button command could also be executed
at the same time with a related voice command pronounced by the operator.
IT connectivity with the new SQL Driver: To simplify the Industry 4.0 applications, it has been introduced the new
communication driver that joins to the “Basic Pack”, and it can connect to a SQL database that supports TCP/IP protocol,
maintaining the values of the referral table synchronized with the values of the tags in the I/O Data Server of the project.
Thanks to this new driver, the exchange of the data based on database tables is simplified, so far that the use of visual
basic script has been necessarily required.
Drivers - Several News and Updates: “S7 TCP” and “S7 TIA Portal (Symbolic)” Siemens drivers have been updated to
manage tag imports from TIA Portal v15 (*.ap15) projects, allowing also the import of structures of structures. OPC UA
Client driver and the relating importer have been updated to allow the support to IEC 61131 PLC OPEN data model, such
as on the data structures of new OPC UA devices of B&R and Omron and many others.
The Mitsubishi Melsec Q Ethernet driver and the relating importer have been updated with the support to string-type
variables, allowing the communication with the recent family iQ-R PLCs.
It has been realized a native driver I/O for B&R PVI. It has been introduced the support to Micrologix 800.
Web Client App: The Movicon.NExT App for mobile devices has been updated to version 3.4 on the App Store, Google
Play and Microsoft Store. For the iOS and Android devices, there has been the introduction of 2 functionalities that
significantly improve the usability: pinch-to-zoom and feedback to the touch. Now it will be possible to zoom the project
pages and to have a feedback through vibration (or acoustic if the vibration is not available) to notify that a sensitive area
has been touched, such as a button that executes a command.
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A lot of news for
the new version 3.4 of Movicon.NExT

For Microsoft devices on the other hand, there has been the introduction of 2 functionalities to extend the
usability of the app with HoloLens wearable devices: vocal commands and transparency. It will be possible
to set the transparency of the pages background for a more immersive experience of augmented reality
and there will be the possibility to execute the vocal commands as it happens on the client desktop of
Movicon.NExT.
Editor: Extension of the Cross Reference to the Scripts: In version 3.4, the Cross-Reference option
has been improved by both extending resource analysis (scripts, receipts, report parameters and alarm
thresholds) and in performance, allowing the analysis of the project quicker than in the past.
Editor: Preview of Project in the Selected Language: Now in the editor you can visualize the project with
the languages defined in the text resource, thanks to a drop-down menu placed in the toolbar footer. The
language, selected in the development environment, will be the default language that will be activated in
Runtime on the first start of the project. .
Power Template: The use of complex graphic objects, that can be placed in the customized libraries, has
been extended and improved to guarantee complete functionality, even in the more complex situations.
Several other news and improvements have been added. We invite everyone to download the 3.4 version,
updating their own projects to exploit the new potentialities. For further information, please visit the
technical section of the Progea website or contact the Technical Support.

www.progea.com
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Progea's "Classic"
Platform updates.
Stefano Gozzi
R&D
Progea

As planned, Progea has released the update to Movicon
11.6 that introduces HTML5 to the “Classic” technology
and it shows how this product generation is still much
appreciated all over the world.

Movicon 11 is a SCADA, very widespread and appreciated
in the supervision and HMI market. The release of the
2018 update of this product, now in version 11.6, is the
validation that Progea cares about the productions of
customers and partners that use this technology and
intend/want to still use it in the next years.
In the version 11.6, there have been a series of little
improvements: the one that stands out from the others
is the support to WEB Client HTML5 technology, that is
added to the previous Web technology. The introduction
of this capability makes Movicon 11 an up-to-date
product, aligned to SCADA/HMI products of competitors,
even if all are still based on traditional and “classic”
software technologies. The web access to the supervisor,
through the HTML5 standard, allows to access the plant
in a standard, safe and open way.
Nowadays it is fundamental to surpass the use of
components that are considered not so much secure such
as Java or even ActiveX.
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Among the other service news, the Toolbox has been
updated with new graphic objects, such as new styles of
buttons, selectors and gauges.
This update includes service improvements with the
support to some functionalities that enrich the wide set of
Movicon 11 functions. The 2018 update of Movicon 11.6
is the clear and straight answer to all those people who
were wondering if, that with the arrival of Movicon.NExT,
Movicon 11 had become a SCADA to be considered
phased out. Movicon.NExT represents the future of
SCADA technologies, while Movicon 11 is still present
in several markets and it is still strongly used. Even if it
is a “classic” technology, in many aspects it still shows its
significant superiority in comparison with competitors.
The consumers who are using Movicon 11 technology
can look to the future with confidence, without feeling
obligated to convert to Movicon.NExT, deciding to make
innovation according to their own pace and needs.
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Focus:

Cyber Security in ICS

The goal of Progea is to provide secure and innovative
software solutions both in the industrial automation and in the
manufacturing industries.

Scott Ludwig
Director
Progea North
America Corp.

With the arrival of new industrial technologies, I4.0 connectivity and the remote access via web and
app, the cyber security topic has become fundamental. With the development of new technologies, this
aspect has never been underestimated, but integrated with useful company IT solutions to protect data
and productive processes of the company. Progea cares about these topics very strongly, even if they
are about not only its own software products’ technologies, but above all the corporate architectures
and the IT management processes adopted for the general protection of the systems, such as firewalls,
antivirus, protections to the access of operating systems. Movicon.NExT technology allows users to
adopt in their projects all the most severe standards of protection to access the plant functionalities,
to protect the projects, to validate historical data, supporting, for example, the severe standards
required by FDA and GAMP regulations. In the network or distributed architectures, the SCADAs can
potentially expose the company to cyber-attacks, if they do not use secure data transmissions. The
data information model of Movicon.NExT uses the OPC UA technology. It allows users to connect their
systems choosing the type of data transmission most suitable to their needs.

Regarding the security of data transmissions,
it is therefore good to ensure that SCADA
offers really secure networking solutions.
In today’s modern smart connected manufacturing environments, this is not enough, if the company
does not adopt all the necessary measures to protect its own IT security from potential hacker attacks
or from malicious software (virus, malware, phishing) that could block the systems or just collect
confidential information.

www.progea.com
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This means that threat intelligence methodologies, policies of security and response to “cyber-incidents” need
to be placed at a number of different layers within the network in order to monitor and protect from possible
malicious activities. We must also remember that sometimes it is not enough, adopting a protection, but it is
fundamental to train the staff to acquire the awareness of the risks and avoid unnecessary operations on their
systems. Indeed, many organizations are completely focused on getting systems up and running again, rather
than mining or proper forensic analysis through vast data sets to determine categorically what went wrong.
Some of the challenges modern manufacturing and the Industry 4.0 face.

According to reliable sources, please note that:
• 67% of companies with critical infrastructure suffered at least one attack in the past 12 months.
• 78% expect a successful exploit of their ICS/SCADA systems within the next two years.66% of organizations
are not ready to address security issues for OT.
• 91% of power generation organizations have experienced a cyber-attack.
In this context, cyber security in the industrial world is vital to guarantee the continuity of service, productivity,
quality and efficiency.
Typically, it is possible to indicate 5 phases of a cyber-attack process, to understand the procedure and, thanks to
diagnostic and monitoring tools, documenting it in layman terms.

Phase 1 | Reconnaissance of the Target
In this first phase hackers gather preliminary data or intelligence on your target to better plan for the attack.
Reconnaissance can be performed actively (meaning that you are directly touching the target) or passively
(through an intermediary).
Phase 2 | Scanning
The phase of scanning requires the application of technical tools to gather further intelligence on your target, but
in this case, the intel being sought is more commonly about the systems/active machines that they have in place.
A good example would be the use of a vulnerability scanner on a target network.
Phase 3 | Gaining Access
This phase requires taking control of one or more network devices to either extract data from the target or also
to use it to launch new attacks on other targets.
Phase 4 | Maintaining Access
In this phase taking the necessary steps involved in being able to be persistently within the target environment
to gather as much data as possible. The attacker must remain stealthy in this phase, to not get caught while using
the host environment.
Phase 5 | Covering Tracks
The final phase of covering tracks simply means that the attacker must take the steps necessary to remove all
semblance of detection. Any changes that were made, authorizations that were given, etc. all must return to
a state of non-recognition by the host network’s administrators (inserting false information on system logs or
deleting logs). Some famous cases of cyber-attacks to industrial systems have been widely exposed and the
consequences to the supervision and control systems were so serious requiring to stop production and causing
extensive damages. We only mention the name of some known malware or ransomware such as Stuxnet,
Wannacry, Industroyer and Triton. These attacks have specifically been designed to hit industrial and corporate
control systems, and they caused extensive damages to companies and infrastructures. The thing about huge
cyber-attacks is just a matter of skills, effort, and time to do it. The vulnerable technology is out there. So, it’s just
a matter of time and motivation behind the criminal organization.
10
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Cybersecurity
Best Practices:
Here are the 5 fundamental steps to keep in mind about cyber security and the automation
and control systems.
Step 1 | Access Credentials
In general credential management is a major security risk and provide attackers with a very
easy entry point.
Step 2 | Proper Patch Management
Updates of operating systems and of the used software must be executed/run in a correct
way by authorized personnel according to CyberSec criteria.
Step 3 | Network Maps and Topologies
Understand the complete profile of your organization’s network, included the definition
of how IT, OT and Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) are connected and the risk that exists
within the process.
Step 4 | Asset Identification
Determine what processes and assets are critical to the organization’s ability to operate
and what the threat vectors might be. Identify the access points and protect them in an
appropriate way on both the software and hardware level.
Step 5 | Upskilling and Training of Personnel
Understand the ‘blue-collar’ workforce and how working practices have changed. Many now
use technology to perform tasks, so make them aware of the cyber threats they face. For
example, engineers should not be able to just plug in a USB stick, SD cards, storage devices,
mp3 players without first checking that it is free of malware and its operating system is up to
date, so a proper robust threat intelligence and endpoint security policies would be ideal.
The Pro-Active Security Research and forensic analysis is essential to develop robust security
policies, but it is also important to test the security tools and policies in place proactively
as well as developing a data protection culture inside your organization. There is a fine line
and different levels of policies that vary from a permissive to paranoid policies as described
by different cyber security organizations. Again, the key is self-awareness about your
organization and the risk analysis, that consequently implies the adoption of the necessary
security measures, appropriate to the risk and to the potential damage. With that, the choice
of secure software products such as Movicon.NEXT contributes to reduce the risk, but it is
not enough.
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Alberto Rivi
Customer Care
Progea

Augmented Reality HMI

Augmented Reality (AR), also known as Mixed Reality, is one
of the most recent frontiers in digital technology.
Unlike virtual reality, that creates an environment completely
artificial thanks to the technologies that give the feeling to
be in that particular scenario, augmented reality is a kind of
mixture between a real image and virtual one.
The reality in which we are, shall we say, is “enriched”, thanks
to digital animations and contents, that allow us to have a
more thorough knowledge of the environment around us.
The applications, where the augmented reality is used,
are countless and recently the use of this technology
has been adopted in the industry.
In the industrial automation world, supervision systems have
rapidly evolved, integrating several innovative functions that
we would have never thought they would be implemented.

The technology is constantly evolving, and it is fundamental
to anticipate market trends and needs, to offer an innovative
product. There is more and more talk of IoT protocols, Cloud,
Big Data, 3D Graphic and Augmented Reality, topics that
Progea, an innovative company, has adopted for several
years. Augmented Reality is implemented as a solution in
several sectors of the manufacturing industry and process
control, where the operators are equipped, in addition to
the classic SCADA/HMI visualization tools, with wearable
devices that support them to carry out several tasks,
supplying additional information.
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For example, HoloLens, the Microsoft smart glasses, are
a real wearable oleographic computer. Equipped with
motion sensors, microphone and spatial sound, that helps
to understand where the sound comes from, they are also
equipped with a deep video camera like the one installed in
Microsoft Kinect.
Microsoft HoloLens functions are the most technological
available on the market. One of the main features of
these wearable devices is the management of the images
projected on the headset.
The photons strike the lenses, which are made up of layers
of blue, green and red glasses, and arrive to the back of the
eyes. Light particles, crossing in specific angles through the
Light Engine of the device, generate holograms that the user
visualizes.
Operators receive kits containing smart glasses or helmets
with headset, camera, audio system, Wi-Fi connection and
batteries, so that they are autonomous and flexible in the
use of these devices. This way, the operator, keeping his
hands free, can carry out operations and, in the meantime,
can interact with the HMI system.
Thanks to these wearable devices, the user has at his
disposal a real time assistance system, that allows him to get
the correct information related to the contest. Moreover,
the user can be guided in functioning or in problem solving
directly on site and by connecting to the supervision
software, he can interact to the control system.

www.progea.com
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There is a frequent and consistent talk about
Augmented Reality in the industrial world. Progea has
developed and continues to implement Augmented
Reality solutions in SCADA/HMI systems, developing
apps that allow you to perform web client functions.
Augmented Reality is increasingly being used and integrated
in industrial environments.
There are several companies that need Progea’s consultancy
to implement this kind of solution. The NExT AR app,
usable on any wearable device, is part of the Movicon.NExT
SCADA platform of Progea. Thanks to this application, there
is the possibility to visualize on the device all the pages
available in the SCADA, additional information, such as
plant documentation by drawing in the virtual library and
information related to a plant component that the user is
pointing at.
This way, immediate and precious information are available
and can support whoever in the system management,
improving productive efficiency and reducing downtimes
thanks to rapid and efficient maintenance.
Progea solutions for Augmented Reality HMI allow with a
minimum investment the evolution of supervision systems
towards new technological frontiers.

To ask for a consultancy: info@progea.com

The white paper
is available for
free download
from website
progea.com
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The interview:

Paolo Venturelli
System Integrator

Paolo Venturelli
Software Developer
System Integrator

Paolo Venturelli is a software developer who, some years ago, approached the systems integration and automation world
and consequently the world of SCADA. The application fields are heterogenous, from building automation to production
plant supervision, from data collection to Industry 4.0 projects.

“I have always looked at the SCADA in awe, like an obstacle to the developer
imaginings. Later my vision changed and now I think SCADA is a tool that can
enhance my capabilities.”

Progea: When did you start working with Progea products?
Paolo Venturelli: In 2007 I started to develop using Movicon 11. I immediately thought it was a mature platform and it met
the expectations with a transparent architecture consisting of all the needed elements to create projects and the outcome of
the experience of years in the sector and careful elaboration of customer feedback. One of the things that I realized is that
the company puts to good use the customers day by day experiences, consequently improving and perfecting the product.
The product also contains an interface library that allows, through visual basic, to create any action. This way it is possible to
engineer the development with a system of reusable scripts libraries.
Progea: Why did you choose Progea?
Paolo Venturelli: I understood that Progea could be a daily working partner and proposing a software developer on
a “commercial” SCADA proved to be generally successful. When I suggest a solution, I know that I can count on the
experience and the services offered by Progea, and I never feel alone, as the producer proposes customized solutions and
it supports you during the development. This makes Progea an active partner in the project. It is a solid company, marketresponsive and it has the same interests you have about end-user satisfaction.

14
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Progea: Did you use other SCADAs?
Paolo Venturelli: Yes, of course. This is a need for a System Integrator. I
happened to develop with other SCADAs that I sometimes found nice and, in
some cases, also effective, but no SCADA showed the great openness, ease and
flexibility that Movicon has and this always leads me to consider it as the most
appropriate to requirements, especially in the most complex situations.
Progea: Have you already used the new platform Movicon.NExT?
Paolo Venturelli: I always believed in the NExT platform since the beginning,
when I tested the first beta versions in 2013. I believe it is the ideal architecture
to face long-term projects. The transition from Movicon 11 to Movicon.NExT is
not effortless, the architectures are extremely different, and this is a transition
that needs to be tackled delicately.
In 2017 when I started using NExT to develop my projects, I realized that I
could use my experience in .NET development in my SCADA projects. Thanks
to the open architecture of Movicon.NExT, I was able to realize what I had in
mind, separating the development in modules and dividing the job according to
the competences, i.e. to separate the logical functions from the graphics ones.
Progea makes available different solutions to integrate external .NET modules
in the project. It is an open platform and thanks to the data information model
based on OPC UA and to the suite of embedded communications protocols
it can be connected to any factory management system and to the field. The
graphic visualization is of a higher level than any other SCADA that I used, and
the development environment is easy and intuitive. I have in the works several
projects in different sectors with Movicon.NExT and also with Connext, the OPC
UA server of Progea. The projects range from building automation in which I will
have all the clients via web, to ceramic industry for an Industry 4.0 project and a
data collection project with Connext that acts as a gateway for several machines
for a multinational corporation. I’m comfortable with the Progea Support Team,
always helpful and timely. Consequently, it’s unimaginable to me now to abandon
the Progea software platforms.

www.progea.com
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Progea Deutschland goes
to Austrial: pro-SCADA e.U.
Professional software for
industrial automation
Andreas Huber
Managing Director
pro-SCADA e.U.

The company pro-SCADA e.U. was founded at the beginning of 2017 and it offers business development and sales for
innovative products for industrial automation. Andreas Huber, Managing Director of the company, from the beginning
concentrated on the distribution of the products and marketing activities in the Austrian market. For the implementation
activities and customer projects, pro-SCADA uses its network of system integrators and partners.
With this setup, the customer can discuss with pro-SCADA the solutions based on the available technological possibilities
and work out a solution concept together. The implementation can then be done by the customer, if necessary, with
the appropriate support from Progea, or by a system integrator. The goal of pro-SCADA is to realize automation projects
together with the customer, supplying them with information and services such as roadshows, success stories and
webinars where the possibilities and new approaches to automation solutions are shown.

When did you start to work with Progea, why did you choose to promote Progea and Movicon in your country?
Andreas Huber: Before I founded my own company for the distribution of innovative products designed for industrial
automation, I was responsible for the products sales in Austria of American software products for more than 12 years.
During this experience, I was able to establish good contacts with many companies and system integrators, fully
understanding the requirements to develop projects.
In the last few years the demands have become more complex, the systems are networked, there is a growing request
of data analysis and reports. The secure access via mobile devices is also becoming increasingly important. All these
requirements are technological advanced challenges which should nevertheless be realized quickly and easily. Whether
end customer or system integrator, it is a huge effort to cover all this know-how, so it is more and more important to
choose the appropriate automation technology provider. This way, I decided to face new challenges with more appropriate
tools and I met Progea, specifically Progea Deutschland GmbH, with which I interact. With Movicon, Progea offers a very
comprehensive and flexible visualization solution. Thanks to the large number of active licenses and the solution that can be
used in all areas, many requirements from the automation technology have been incorporated into the product, resulting in a
very reliable and easy-to-use tool for all types of visualization projects.
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The Austrian automation market as seen by Andreas Huber
Austria is technology and innovation-oriented. For instance, Austria holds the forteenth place in
the world for robotics technology over taking the European average. As a result, the demands for
automation project are rather complex. Networking, data analysis, reporting and using mobile device to
gain access are already standard features in most all projects. These solution are frequently developed
inhouse because they are unavailable in a "commercial" product. These technological goals are very
useful references for Austrian System Integrators. Project Implementation at an international level is a
major business concern for these System Integrators. One which obviously requires new functionalities
such muilti-languages and technical measure units. Developments in recent years reveal that System
Integrators are demanding even more use of standard software to create projects, in as much that
inhouse developments leads to steep follow-up costs for maintenance and future developments. Progea
offers a universal development tool that meets these needs. Moreover, modules are available for
productivity and energy management analysis of systems for project extension.

pro - SCADA
Professional Products for industrial Automation

The use of Progea products is also a safe investment for customers, as the active product maintenance and integration of
new technology such as OPC UA and HTML5 guarantee the implementation of new functionalities in the existing plants.
During Movicon presentations to clientele, I am really satisfied with how the customers are pleasantly surprised by the
capabilities and flexibility of Movicon, in particular if compared to the visualization products of competitors.

What are the main industrial sectors in which Movicon was chosen & used?
Andreas Huber: Progea products are used in all areas of industrial automation (manufacturing, process control,
infrastructure and buildings), as shown by the many reference stories on Progea’s home page.
From the market point of view two are in my opinion the scenarios: System Integrators and OEMs.
Movicon development offers the possibility to work on several projects at the same time, making it very easy to
adapt a master project to a new customer requirement during engineering. Another big advantage results from the
possibility to save a project which was originally designed for a Windows PC operating system simply for a Windows
CE platform. If the System Integrator wants to offer the customer new features such as remote access, no project
engineering is normally required. All you need is an appropriate license. This means that these extensions can be
offered without risk.
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The use of Progea products is a safe investment for customers, as the active
product maintenance and integration of new technology guarantee the
implementation of new functionalities in the existing plants.

Fail-safe production plant as a data hub
Wherever technologically high-quality products are manufactured, a correspondingly high demand for data, reporting
and production documentation is required. Especially with Movicon.NExT such requirements can be easily realized: a
redundant server setup is more or less realized with one mouse click. The internal data structure based on OPC UA
is ideal for implementing interfaces to higher-level systems, but it is also possible to outsource the logic required in
the project via OPC UA access and thus achieve a clean separation between visualization representation and logic.
The report generator integrated in the product enables all reports and production documentation to be created and
distributed. With the possibility to access the project with HTML5, Movicon can be a management information system
to give access to production data via mobile devices.

The flexibility and
scalability of the
solutions offered by
Progea have no limits.
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How is your relationship with Progea? Which kind of relationship do
you have with the sales and marketing depts. and support team?
Andreas Huber: In the last years I often had to realize in project
meetings, that the products I offer no longer met the requirements of
modern industrial automation projects. When I started evaluating which
systems were available on the market, I became aware of Progea’s
solutions. The range of functions and above all how innovative and
consistent the products are developed further convinced me to choose
Progea. Since at the time Progea was not represented in Austria, I was
able to take over the sales tasks for Austria with my company.
I cover all sales and first level tech support tasks, and I’m assisted by
Progea Deutschland for advanced technical support.
I regularly inform my contacts with information mailings and user reports
so that we can provide our customers and interested parties with the
best possible technical and commercial information. In spring of 2018
we held our first Progea Roadshow. With 2 layovers in Graz and Wels
we had the pleasure to present the news of Movicon and we could also
show the Movicon.NExT Augmented Reality solution in a live demo.
Furthermore, we have planned 4 webinars where we present the
functionalities and technical insights of our solutions in a compact form.
The latest dates are September 11th and October 23rd with the topics
of Pro.Lean and Pro.Energy.
Through the close cooperation with Progea Deutschland, I am able to
cover all customer needs in Austria, starting with project meetings where
we develop a solution concept together with the customer, we can offer
trainings and project support during implementation and of course we
support our customers with updates and project extensions.
The recent arrival of Progea Technik, with new offices in South Tirolo, is
another benefit for customers that guarantees efficient support services
in the German speaking market.
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Quadra Electronics
DWC LLC (UAE)

Connecting People
Connecting Solutions

Swapnita Madhavan
Managing Director
Quadra Electronics

Quadra Electronics DWC LLC, located in Dubai (UAE), is a turn-key solution provider in the MENA region
with customized SCADA solutions, Substation Control Systems (SCS), smart city management systems
(SCMS) and related automation systems, telecommunication and fiber optics. It is also active for the tactical
communication for defence and security agencies.

Quadra offers consultancy in both design and field services and
proposes solutions for medium and large SCADA systems, using the
latest technologies.
Thanks to a pool of expert engineers, Quadra studies the requirements, suggests solutions and assists
customers for the site supervision works from implementation to commissioning, providing complete
programming services at the PLC/RTU and SCADA software levels.
Progea: When did you start to work with Progea and why did you choose to promote Progea and
Movicon in your country?
Swapnita Madhavan: We have known of Progea for a long time. Indeed, Progea’s Movicon software,
thanks to its advanced interface and flexibility to adapt to various application requirements, is widely used
in the Middle East for BMS and Industrial Automation works.
Quadra entered into an agreement with Progea a few years ago and we immediately started to develop
prestigious projects in Dubai for BMS applications. Thanks to our team of engineers we provide customers
with local support and with a know-how of supply and logistics chain. Our intention is to improve the
partnership and extend the customer base to Saudi Arabia and Oman, as well providing local support to
end users in Dubai.
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Can you talk more about the automation market in UAE?
Swapnita Madhavan: The UAE and whole Middle East
region is a highly strategic region in the fields of oil & gas,
process technology and construction which has grown in
the last few years and the EXPO 2020 event is adding a
good demand to the BMS applications.
The UAE government is showing a great interest in the
growth of the manufacturing industry and we believe that
there is great potential for the automation industry as well
as the BMS industry in our country.
In the last couple of years UAE are promoting the use of
solar energy where there are a lot of opportunities for the
automation business.

What are the main industrial sectors in which Movicon is being used?
Swapnita Madhavan: For many years, Movicon has had strong references for building automation
and industrial process automation. We are also looking to take it further in the oil & gas market. It is
interesting to know that Movicon is officially approved in local oil & gas operators and we are looking
forward to developing some projects with them. We are also keen to introduce Movicon for the roads and
transport applications.
Is there a specific application in which Movicon.NExT is used in your country?
Swapnita Madhavan: Progea’s Movicon NExT platform can be used in a widest variety of sectors in the
field of automation and we are glad to announce that Movicon.NExT was chosen by DAFZA as SCADA
platform to be used for a major building automation project, where the support of the 3D graphic was
highly appreciated. This project incorporates multiple modules including Pro.Energy which has been used
to manage energy consumption with dashboards. Given this success, we expect to obtain and develop
other similar opportunities in the near future.
How is your relationship with Progea? What kind of relationship do you have with the sales and
marketing dept. and support team?
Swapnita Madhavan: Talking about Progea, I always feel that they are very professional, they
understand customers and their requirements well and are fully aware of the Middle East client and their
expectations. The whole team is knowledgeable, experts in their technology and handles all demands
very efficiently. The support team, technically well-prepared, offers prompt support and feedback. The
marketing office constantly offers news and updates on different subjects such as new technologies
and technological trends. This activity is also reinforced by the social media where Progea has a lot of
followers. The marketing strategies of Progea indeed make sales efforts easy, helping us to acquire new
customers in different industries. Progea is available to extend its support for the technical as well as
commercial grounds, showing a great interest for the development of software case by case whenever
required. We appreciate Progea’s efforts oriented to customer satisfaction which is, from my point of
view, one of the main advantages to enhance our partnership. Progea is always working to expand its
horizons and to excel in new technologies and customer support.
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Tradition and future
Giuseppe Bettini
Technical manager
Progea

Over 300,000 bottles a day
wine production plant
The Cantine Riunite Cooperative (the most exported Italian
wine brand in the world) went into operation on 10th
February 1950 in the Province of Reggio Emilia with the
mission to promote the excellence of Emilian agricultural
productivity and transform local wine cellars and individual
wine producers into an economic reality at an international
level. Cantine Riunite deployed modern and avant-garde
tools to align the traditional production process techniques
with the times. Their aim was to produce excellent wine that
would reflect the passion and efforts made by the Reggiani
winemaker members throughout the production process.
An application has been installed in the Reggiano Campegine
production plant to manage services and technical rooms
and monitor and control the status of the plant’s three
production lines. These production lines have the capacity
to produce more than 300,000 bottles of wine a day.
This application was entirely developed by the Cantine
Riunite technical office whose manager, Engineer Gianluca
Torelli was responsible for promoting the project. “After
having tried one of your competitor’s SCADA products”,
explained Torelli, “I wanted to try Movicon out as well. I
participated in one of the many webinar courses held by
Progea and downloaded the Demo from your website.

I found Movicon very simple to use and intuitive.

"I chose a modern SCADA correlated
with services that gave me direct
contact with the platform builders
whenever I needed to talk to them.
This turned out to be a great
advantage because Progea proved to
be most efficient and competent to deal
with any application problems I needed
to solve".
The system’s architecture is comprised of a Movicon server,
two clients and one web client. The two clients from which
all the project’s pages can be accessed once logging on with
a password, are located in the maintenance manager’s office
and the production manager’s office.
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The web client is used as a wildcard since access can
be gained from any personal computer or device using
a browser. The project is unique and covers the two
Maintenance and Production departments where both the
two clients have been installed.

The supervisory pages of the various technical rooms are
protected by passwords and are used to set the system’s
alarm intervention thresholds such as when water exceeds
the set minimum or maximum water tank level for instance.
When thresholds are exceeded, an alarm will show on
screen and an alert will be sounded by means of an audio
system installed in the maintenance office.
The Maintenance section has been designed to constantly
control and emit alarm and malfunction notifications of the
companies various technical systems which include: internal
and external cooling systems, Air compressors, central water
supply, Heating system, Purifier, Vapor filtration and Oil Free
Air systems. The cellar lights can be controlled manually or
according to a predefined schedule.

Each page in this section contains a graphic screen page
representing each system and its operating status. Another
window is active at all times to show events and eventual
alarms so that prompt interaction can be taken to ensure
that the product quality is kept up to standard and the whole
process continues smoothly in the right direction. With the
aid of the Real-time Trend and Historical Trend, it is possible
to analyze event behavior and any probable causes of
exceeded alarm and temperature thresholds. Some technical
forms have been created to control and monitor the status
of maintenance and the operating times of compressors
and other devices used in various areas of the plant. By
means of using these technical forms it is possible to control
operating times day-by-day or by specific time ranges, view
periods of inactivity, calculate averages and manage the
necessary maintenance.
22
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As the system to heat water is more complex than the
others, an ad hoc screen page was created by means of
which quick intervention can be made on the various
bypasses and valves that control the vapor and circulation
of the water. The switching off and on of lights in the cellar
and their brightness can be programmed using a calendar
scheduler. The lights can be regulated and programmed
differently for each hour of the day and controlled
automatically. They can also be controlled manually
by excluding the use of the scheduler. The production
supervisory system controls productivity efficiency and the
state of the three bottling lines. The home page shows
the general situation of the three production lines by
using a pie chart to show whether they are running at full
capacity, not running, or OFF. It also shows the number of
bottles that have passed through from the filling machine
to the labelling machine. On this page, like all the others,
alarms are displayed and controlled in real-time with the
possibility to access the various pages dedicated to each of
the technical rooms. Selecting one of the three production
lines, will get you instant access to another page showing all
the production line’s values that reveal how efficiently the
machine has been operating.
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The same production line is also displayed using simple and
effective graphics that allow operators to keep track on how
each machine in the production is running. The machines
used in the production line are: Depalletizer – Filling
machine – Pasteurizer – Labelling machine – Packaging
machine – Palletizer each one equipped to provide data of
its own productivity.
This page is also used to consult real-time and historical
production charts, set specific parameters such as the
conveyor belt speed, consult various piece counts and
manage alarms if they occur. A detailed page has been
created for each machine so that if you access the filling
machine page, for example, you will be able to see how
many bottles have been filled, broken or rejected in a certain
period of time or batch selectable with the aid of using
filters. The page dedicated to the Pasteurizer machine
is used to change the process variables that control the
temperatures and processing times. A window with a realtime trend showing these values remains active at all times.
All can be controlled from the two offices in which the
Movicon Clients are installed: parameters, temperatures,
margin of error, alarms and anomalies, production and
productivity. This type of overall supervision is a highly
reliable way to obtain productivity efficiency in the Cantine
Riunite di Campegine plant that would otherwise be
impossible to achieve with a normal control system.
“Thanks to the Progea Platform’s integrated functions” says
Torelli, “I have been able to achieve all that I planned to do
at the beginning and something more. Functions like the
Trends, Charts and Schedulers significantly speeded up
my work. The scripts that I had to insert in the application
without any difficulty, allowed me to further customize the
various project pages as required.”
Torelli took less than one year to develop and get this
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great project up and running without having to neglect his
other duties which go beyond those of design engineering
supervision systems. The final results were those desired
and met the demands put forward by the company. These
demands included non-stop control of maintenance, alarms
and anomaly in such a way to allow prompt intervention
when needed. Plus production quality control in realtime with historical data consultation to allow prompt
intervention to manage machine parameters accurately and
traceability of the person responsible.

Further plans to expand are in the pipeline to insert new
areas and new controls in the project with the same
intention to have everything under total control. Due to
Movicon’s scalability, this will not be a problem.

Cantine Riunite & CIV S.C.Agr.
– Via Brodolini, 24 - 42040 Campegine (RE) –

tel +39.0522.905711
fax +39.0522.905777
www.riunite.it
Ing. Gianluca Torelli
Direttore tecnico
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Claudio Fiorani

R&D Manager
Progea

Inside Progea: Research &
Development Team

We have met the Research & Development Department, headed by Claudio Fiorani, founding
partner of Progea and president of OPC Foundation Italy.
Let’s see how Progea software platforms are studied, developed and produced and how the
engine of the company, the team of R&D engineers, works.

“I am very proud of my Team”, say Claudio Fiorani, founding partner and R&D Manager. “One of the most important aspects
and at the center of attention of our job, is the respect of the quality standards of programming, according to the procedures
that we set for the ISO 9001 quality certification and for the Audit of 51028 SIL rule/regulation. This qualification shows
the organization and competitiveness of our company”, declares Claudio Fiorani. For the R&D Team of Progea, this
qualification is not only a simple certification, but it is a milestone achieved over the years with perseverance, attention and
determination, convinced that only with a shared working method it is possible to achieve the successful result that our
products have attained.
To be certified does not only mean to show a label. It means to adopt strict procedures that guarantee customers a very
good organizational management and a correct life cycle of our software products.
Each developer of the Team works on his own source codes, according to the stated objectives. During frequently scheduled
meetings, there is discussion among the validation department, customer management managers and general manager, to
evaluate the priorities and possible changes to implement.
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When the time comes, there is the merge of the source code, that is then forwarded to the Test and Validation Dept.
for screening. The colleagues perform thorough tests, and if necessary they open cases of non-compliance. Until they
are validated, the products are not officially released.
Claudio continues: “My responsibility is to coordinate this delicate process, check the source code quality, examine
and share the problems and decide the solutions and the most appropriate architectures. But what I love most is to
study new paths and new technologies. I like challenges, and the passion for my job brings me to be one step ahead, to
experience new technologies to transform them with my Team with innovative solutions and state-of-the-art products.”
Maurizio Zamboni, Product Manager, says: “The R&D Team consists of specialists with many years of experience in
programming, especially in SCADA systems, with a specific knowledge, according to their role, of communication
paradigms, data management, user interface, diagnostics and analysis.
My job, in close contact with Claudio, is to manage the development and merge processes and the management of
source codes, keeping the whole process under control. “
Progea produces several platforms, specifically developed for the industrial automation world, and
several are the specialties and skills for different development environments. This allows the members of the
department to achieve excellent quality standards.
Giulia Fabbri, User Interface Developer, says: “I started working with Progea when Movicon X was entering the
automation world and customers, who used Movicon 9.1, had to learn a new approach with engineering”. At the
time, I was working as technical support and this activity gave me the possibility to know all the aspects related to
customer needs.
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This kind of “bottom-up” training, allows the developer to feel like part of one big team, that
places the attention to the customer at the center. This allows to gain over the years an
ability about problem solving.
Stefano Gozzi is a Senior Developer, one of the backbones of the Research & Development
department. He agrees what Giulia says. “To develop software, especially for automation,
is a job whose actual result is determined by the time and by the reputation that you build.
The only way to achieve the excellency in Research and Development is to have not only a
high competence in programming languages and logic, but also the practical experience to
have work on the field, in contact with the problems, customers and their requirements.”
Alberto Rabboni manages a group inside the group: he is responsible for Interfaces
Technology Dept. (I/O Driver), that is part of the R&D Team, but it is managed
independently from the product.
The communication drivers in fact follow their own evolutionary path.
Alberto says: “Every communication driver is like a sort of small, independent and separated
product, and it lives its own life cycle. My team consists of 4 developers and we take care
only of communication technologies”. This explains the importance of communication, that
is underlined also by the fact that Progea put on the market Connext, a specific product for
this sector.
“To be part of the Progea Technical Support Team exposes us to daily challenges and it trains
us to be dynamic and flexible because we have to carry out different tasks. Specifically,
it involves remarkable responsibilities towards customers, who develop and use Progea
products.” says Matteo Barbieri, Project Developer of the Team.
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Claudio concludes: “I am proud of my Team and the reputation that the company in 27 years of activity has laboriously
gained on the market. We know not to be perfect, nobody is. We also know what challenges a company like ours must face
daily to stay competitive in the market. Our customers know that Progea, and in particular, my Team, strives every day to
improve, listening to the criticisms when necessary and aiming to excellence, giving the customer, who is a developer like us,
the attention he deserves”.
The Progea mission of offering a concrete, effective and professional technical assistance has contributed to conquering a
leading position also in the “Technical Support” area, as well as for the state-of-the-art products, and we are proud of this.
All the efforts and the commitment of the team are plenty paid back by the satisfaction of the customers who can always
count on our maximum support and promptness of solutions. The Progea R&D Team, therefore, is the propulsion engine of
the company. But even the best software product could not have success without the perfect coordination with the Support
Team and the technically well-prepared Sales Department.
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Progea News
An important global agreement for Pro.Lean
Progea has signed an important agreement with a world leader in container and packaging production. The company has 115
production sites worldwide and has chosen Progea as their global provider of production data collection and efficient productivity
analysis. The Dutch-American company opted for Movicon.NExt and ProLean, with an analysis system for each one of its 115
sites and Cloud connectivity in a universal data collection and summary analysis system. The agreement was established by
Progea North America Corp. and solutions have been prepared to fully meet the customer's needs. They have been specifically
designed to have the same usability and look&feel in all the sites using them. . Furthermore, the applications were quick to install
using the Pro.Lean Wizard system.

SOLUTION PROVIDER DAY 2018
Event held in Modena on October 23, 2018

As usual Progea is planning, Solution Provider Day, the training and
retraining day dedicated only to Movicon Solution Providers. Once
again, there will be several issues discussed. The Solution Providers
will learn about the new release of Movicon.NExT and Movicon 11,
the new implemented features in the augmented reality and Progea’s
strategies for the future.
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SPS IPC Drives 2018
Nürnberg, 27. - 29. November
Halle 7, Stand 494

SPS IPC Drives Nuremburg has always been an opporturnity for Progea to strengthen its presence in the
international markets and especially in the German one. Progea continues to expand in the market by
spreading its brand name with its cutting.edge solutions. During the 3 day tradefair, visitors will get the
chance to have a hands-on experience with the Movicon 3.4 and Movicon 11.6 and their new augmented
reality functions.

PETROL d.d. chooses Movicon
The Slovanian energy giants have chosen Movicon for their systems
Petrol d.d. , the Slovanian energy giants, recently set up a contest to select a new SCADA platform to use as
a base for their European production site remote control systems. The winning product, Movicon by Progea,
will replace existing remote control systems and manage future ones as well. It was selected for its technical
charateristics and Progea's technical skills to meet the Pretrol's technicians' specific development needs
concerning field measuring instrument connectivity and parametrization.

Progea workforce grows by welcoming new team members
We are glad to welcome new colleagues that enhance Progea’s team. In
2018 Progea has recruited new employees, showing company growth
and investing in human resources. Among these are 3 new Programming
Engineers, 1 Design and User Interface Specialist and an addition to the
Marketing Dept.
A warm welcome to:
- Maria Grazia Bernardi - Software Analyst, Technical Support
- Davide Pellacani - Software Developer, R&D Driver Interface
- Giovanni Zuppardo - Software Analyst, Technical Support
- Alan Alberizzi - UI/UX Designer
“Our company is growing” said Paolo Fiorani “and it will continue to grow
thanks to the contributions of the people who work inside, they are our
most precious resource.”
www.progea.com
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Progea Technik
goes into operation
Progea’s new strategies for German speaking market development. The Progea Deutschland GmbH structure has been
completely renewed to confront the challenges represented by the German speaking market that includes the Austrian
market which is growing and developing numerous opportunities for Progea through its partnership with Andreas Huber.
To give greater support to these developments, Progea has opened a new technical office in Alto Adige, the wonderful
region famous for its Dolomites and quality life style. This office will be led by Eng. Alfi Piazza with the mission to share his
technical experience by providing technical assistance, training and consultation to colleagues operating in German speaking
markets. Eng. Alfi Piazza has gained deep experience working with the Movicon platforms and will be operating directly
from the new office in Chiusa/Lausen, in the province of Bolanzo and strategically located between Modena and German
speaking areas. Together with these new operations, Progea plans to invest further in developing its market presence in
German speaking territories, the most important in Europe, by offering new generation software technology effectively and
consistently to achieve very ambition goals.

Progea GMBH: “All About Automation” September 12th and 13th in
Leipzig. This important exhibition is the ideal place to face technical issues
about the necessary requirements for automation solutions in Industry 4.0
context. Systems, components, software and engineering, as specified in
the name of the exhibition is about industrial automation and connection
systems. “All About Automation” focuses the attention on those exhibitors
that contribute to these subjects and applications fields. This event
highlights the trends and needs of the automation industry.
All that happens during this event is scrupulously on the press report
of the exhibition with particular attention to the conference program
focalized to the trends and needs of automation.

The Automation Expo 2018 (Mumbai) has been a very successful
exhibition, where Progea received a very good feedback to its entire
product range. The new features in Movicon solutions have been well
appreciated by valuable customers. Several visitors dropped by for a
product presentation held by Progea technicians in cooperation with the
Indian technical team. Thanks to all who visited and attended the stand
of Automation Combine, partner in India, with whom Progea participated
to the event and a huge thank you to the great team of Automation
Combine, who made this successful exhibition possible.

Progea grows to become a Microsoft Gold Partner.
This new qualification is due to the ever-increasing number of worldwide customers
who use the Progea products and to Progea's know-how of the latest Microsoft
technology.
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International Exhibition and Conference for Innovative
Solutions in the Automation Industry

18-19 September, 2018
Dubai, UAE
www.spsautomationme.com

SPS Automation Middle East: Progea attended the first edition in partnership
with Quadra
SPS Automation Middle East is an event born from the idea of the founders of SPS IPC Drives exhibition, that is one of the
largest international exhibitions for electric automation technology. After the great success of the event in Germany, Italy
and then in China, the organization decided to launch the first event in the GCC region to focus on the automation industry
and, in particular, on industrial and building automation.
This event has been the ideal platform to showcase the latest developments, solutions and technologies. Progea decided to
invest in this event and shared this opportunity with Quadra. Together they had the chance to introduce the new features
of Movicon.NExT (presenting the new release 3.4 and the new features) to a wide number of visitors that showed a great
interest in Progea SCADA solutions. The exhibition was a good opportunity for Progea and Quadra to develop new business
relations and partnerships with strategic customers.
The visitors have shown a tremendous interest in Movicon.NExT. The demo projects were soundly presented by the
Progea-Quadra team, showing new features of the SCADA, such as notifications by the Telegram application, the new
functionalities in Pro.Energy wizard module to manage energy consumption dashboards and the new Bacnet gateway driver.
Movicon.NExT is the right platform to choose for the automation sectors like building automation, infrastructure and oil &
gas. The participation to this event puts a good basis for the development of new local business in the diversified industries.
SPS Automation Middle East, born as a local exhibition, has become an international event, fundamental for bringing
together exhibitors with visitors, experts, specialists, decision-makers and investors of several industrial sectors. The
exhibition has also helped exhibitors and visitors by giving them an opportunity to learn about new promising technologies,
projects opportunities, as well as the chance to meet with experts and decision-makers.
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Passione per
l’innovazione da
oltre 25 anni.

Progea Srl
Via D’Annunzio, 295
I-41123 Modena
info@progea.com
Tel +39 059 451060

Progea International SA
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6828 Balerna (CH)
international@progea.com
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Progea Deutschland GmbH
Marie-Curie Str., 12
D-78048 VS Villingen
info@progea.de
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Progea North America Corp.
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Oshkosh, WI 54904
info@progea.us
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